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7s contain -RTH- 
AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 
BERTHAS ABEHRST BERTHA, wide collar [n] 
BERTHED BDEEHRT BERTH, to provide with mooring [v] 
BIRTHED BDEHIRT BIRTH, to originate [v] 
BURTHEN BEHNRTU to burden (to load heavily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
DEARTHS ADEHRST DEARTH, scarcity (quality of being scarce (infrequently seen or found)) [n] 
EARTHED ADEEHRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 
EARTHEN AEEHNRT made of earth [adj] 
EARTHLY AEHLRTY worldly (pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
FARTHER AEFHRRT FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 
FOURTHS FHORSTU FOURTH, one of four equal parts [n] 
FURTHER EFHRRTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] / to help forward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
GIRTHED DEGHIRT GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 
HEARTHS AEHHRST HEARTH, floor of fireplace [n] 
MURTHER EHMRRTU to murder (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
NARTHEX AEHNRTX vestibule in church [n -ES] 
NORTHER EHNORRT wind or storm from north [n -S] 
SWARTHS AHRSSTW SWARTH, turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [n] 
SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
WARTHOG AGHORTW African wild hog [n -S] 
WORTHED DEHORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 
 

7s end -RTH 
INEARTH AEHINRT to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
REBIRTH BEHIRRT new or second birth [n -S] 
UNEARTH AEHNRTU to dig up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

8s contain -RTH- 
AIRTHING AGHIINRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 
ANORTHIC ACHINORT denoting certain type of crystal system [adj] 
BERTHING BEGHINRT action of mooring ship [n -S] / BERTH, to provide with mooring [v] 
BIRTHDAY ABDHIRTY anniversary of birth [n -S] 
BIRTHING BGHIINRT act of giving birth [n -S] / BIRTH, to originate [v] 
EARTHIER AEEHIRRT EARTHY, composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth [adj] 
EARTHILY AEHILRTY in earthy (composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth) manner [adv] 
EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 
EARTHMAN AAEHMNRT person from planet earth [n -MEN] 
EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S] 
EARTHPEA AAEEHPRT twining plant [n -S] 
EARTHSET AEEHRSTT setting of earth as seen from moon [n -S] 
FARTHEST AEFHRSTT FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 
FARTHING AFGHINRT former British coin [n -S] 
FOURTHLY FHLORTUY in fourth place [adv] 
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FURTHEST EFHRSTTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 
GIRTHING GGHIINRT GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 
MIRTHFUL FHILMRTU MIRTH, spirited gaiety [adj] 
NORTHERN EHNNORRT person living in north [n -S] 
NORTHING GHINNORT movement toward north [n -S] 
ORTHICON CHINOORT type of television camera tube [n -S] 
ORTHODOX DHOOORTX one holding traditional beliefs [n -ES] 
ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 
ORTHOSIS HIOORSST orthotic (brace for weak joints or muscles) [n -SES] 
ORTHOTIC CHIOORTT brace for weak joints or muscles [n -S] 
OVERTHIN EHINORTV to thin excessively [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 
PORTHOLE EHLOOPRT small window in ship's side [n -S] 
UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / unworthy person [n -HIES] 
WORTHFUL FHLORTUW worthy (having value or merit) [adj] 
WORTHIER EHIORRTW WORTHY, having value or merit [adj] 
WORTHIES EHIORSTW WORTHY, worthy person [n] 
WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv] 
WORTHING GHINORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 
 

8s end -RTH 
PREBIRTH BEHIPRRT period preceding child's birth [n -S] 
 


